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In Baule, a Kwa language spoken in the Côte d'Ivoire, Multi-verb Constructions occur 
frequently. In the context of this paper, the term 'Multi-verb Construction' is used as a pre-
theoretical designation for sentences containing multiple finite verbs, but no overt 
conjunctions. In this paper, I will discuss Multi-verb Constructions in which there is a single 
overt representation of the subject at the beginning of the sentence, such as the examples 
in (1) - (3). 

(1) BBBB----'a              sa  'a              sa  'a              sa  'a              sa     nz   nz   nz   nzue   a         nue   a         nue   a         nue   a         nɔn.ɔn.ɔn.ɔn.  
3ps2-PERF3 draw water PERF drink 
'They have drawn water and drunk it.' 

(2) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ       diɛ       diɛ       diɛ       di----li.li.li.li. 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya ate-COMPL 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

(3) Be   traBe   traBe   traBe   tra----li                kangaleli                kangaleli                kangaleli                kangale----'n     di'n     di'n     di'n     di----li. li. li. li.  
3ps catch-COMPL panther-DEF eat-COMPL  
'They caught the panther and ate it.' 

These examples closely resemble constructions that have been called Serial Verb 
Constructions (SVCs) in the literature. The fact that these examples involve object sharing is 
one source of this resemblance. Object sharing occurs when an unexpressed object of a non-
initial verb (V2) is interpreted to be the same as the object of the initial verb (V1).  

Examples (1)-(3) are strikingly similar to Clause Chaining SVCs in Akan, a Kwa language 
closely related to Baule. Clause Chaining SVCs are discussed by Osam (1994), Agyeman 
(2002) and Hellan, Beermann and Andenes (2003). An example of a Clause Chaining SVC is 
given in example (4). 

(4) Araba tAraba tAraba tAraba tɔɔɔɔ----ɔ               nam  kyewɔ               nam  kyewɔ               nam  kyewɔ               nam  kyew----ee      ee      ee      ee      ∅∅∅∅objectobjectobjectobject t t t tɔnɔnɔnɔn----ee          ee          ee          ee          ∅∅∅∅objectobjectobjectobject.... 
Araba buy-COMPL fish   fry-COMPL             sell-COMPL  
'Araba bought fish, fried it and sold it.' 
(Akan, Osam 1994, p. 194, ex. 1a.) 

                                                        

1 This paper concerns the Faafuɛ variety of Baule, spoken around Bouaké. Special thanks go to Clément Koffi 
and Bernard Konan for the data and discussion and all the miles that they have traveled to work with me on 
this material. 
2 3ps: 3333rd person pppplural ssssubject marker. Agreement markers are glossed with abbreviations in this pattern. 
3 PERF, perfective;  other abbreviations: ABS, absolutive; COMPL, completive; DEF, definite; DIST; distributive; 
ERG, ergative; FOC, focus; FUT, future; PART, particle; PART, particle; PL, plural; PROG, progressive; 
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A straightforward diagnostic for Clause Chaining SVCs is discussed by Osam (1994). A SVC is 
a Clause Chaining SVC if it is transformed into an acceptable coordination when a 
conjunction is inserted. The insertion of conjunctions into (4) is illustrated in (5). Notice 
that the insertion of the conjunction requires that the subject be expressed overtly before 
each verb. 

(5) Araba tAraba tAraba tAraba tɔɔɔɔ----ɔ               nam  ɔ               nam  ɔ               nam  ɔ               nam  nananana            ɔɔɔɔ----kyewkyewkyewkyew----ee       ee       ee       ee       ∅∅∅∅objectobjectobjectobject    nananana            ɔɔɔɔ----ttttɔnɔnɔnɔn----ee            ee            ee            ee            ∅∅∅∅objectobjectobjectobject.... 
Araba buy-COMPL fish   and 3ss-fry-COMPL           and 3ss-sell-COMPL  
'Araba bought fish, fried it and sold it.' 
(Akan, Osam 1994, p. 195, ex. 2a.) 

The Baule examples in (1) - (3) all pass the diagnostic for Clause Chaining SVCs. Baule has 
three conjunctions that are translated with 'and': kpkpkpkpɛkunɛkunɛkunɛkun, yyyyɛ ɛ ɛ ɛ and nannannannan4. These conjunctions 
can be inserted into all of (1) - (3) to form acceptable coordinations. I use example (2) and 
illustrate this effect in (6) and (7).  

(6) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ       kpɛkun  *(ɔ)    diɛ       kpɛkun  *(ɔ)    diɛ       kpɛkun  *(ɔ)    diɛ       kpɛkun  *(ɔ)    di----li.li.li.li. 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya and        *(3ss) ate-COMPL 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

(7) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ       yɛ    *(ɔ)     diɛ       yɛ    *(ɔ)     diɛ       yɛ    *(ɔ)     diɛ       yɛ    *(ɔ)     di----li.li.li.li. 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya and *(3ss) ate-COMPL 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

Notice that, as in Akan, when a conjunction is inserted it is necessary to mark the subject 
before the non-initial verb. 

The similarities between Baule and Akan are extensive and provide linguists with valuable 
insights. Despite the obvious parallels between the Baule examples in (1)-(3) and the Akan 
Clause Chaining SVC, I have come to the conclusion that it is preferable not to use the term 
'Serial Verb Construction' to describe Baule Multi-verb Constructions. 

In previous work (Larson 2002, 2003), I have used the term 'Serial Verb Construction' to 
refer to Baule Multi-verb Constructions. There are three issues that have motivated me to 
revise my terminology. First, Baule is different from Akan in that it seems to lack Multi-verb 
Constructions containing what Osam (1994) calls lexicalized verb pairs. For Akan, SVC 
examples such as (8) are cited frequently.  

(8) Kofi gyeKofi gyeKofi gyeKofi gye----e      Ama     die      Ama     die      Ama     die      Ama     di----i.i.i.i. 
Kofi received Amma ate 
'Kofi believed Amma.' 
(Akan, Schachter 1974, p. 254, ex. 2g.) 

Osam (1994) states that gye...digye...digye...digye...di is a case of two verbs expressing a unitary concept (p. 204). 
The Baule consultants I worked with during my fieldwork could supply no Baule example 
parallel to (8) and could not provide me with any other examples that they felt involved two 
verbs expressing a concept that was not compositionally derived from the isolated 
meanings of the two verbs.  

                                                        

4 The conjunction nannannannan seems to be restricted to occurring with certain aspects. Since I was not able to 
ascertain the exact nature of this restriction during my fieldwork, I do not give any examples of coordinations 
using the conjunction nannannannan. 
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Second, in Baule there are other sentences that follow the pattern of (1)-(3) in that they 
contain multiple finite verbs and a single overt subject, but which do not exhibit object 
sharing in the classical sense. In its general use, the term 'object sharing', designates a 
relationship in which the shared object is not expressed overtly in the syntax. Object 
sharing in Baule, however, appears to be able to involve an overt pronoun object. 

(9) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               lomi      yrli               lomi      yrli               lomi      yrli               lomi      yrɛɛɛɛ----li             *(i).li             *(i).li             *(i).li             *(i). 
3ss buy-COMPL orange burn-COMPL *(3so) 
'S/he bought an orange and burned it.' 

In (9) we see that the object of V2 is interpreted as being co-referential with the object of 
V1, but that it is an overt pronoun. The object can in a certain sense be regarded as 'shared', 
despite the fact that it is an overt pronoun. For convenience, I refer to such overt pronoun 
objects as 'shared'. However, it is quite clear that this object sharing is not the classical 
object sharing of Serial Verb Constructions. For this reason, I prefer not to use the term 
'Serial Verb Construction' to describe any Baule Multi-verb Constructions. 

Third, in classical serializing languages, such as Yoruba, the unexpressed object in the SVC 
alternates with an overt object in the corresponding coordination, as illustrated by 
examples (10) and (11). 

(10) BBBBọ́lá sọ́lá sọ́lá sọ́lá sè     è     è     è     ẹran   tẹran   tẹran   tẹran   tà.à.à.à. 
Bola cook meat sell 
'Bola cooked some meat and sold it.' 
(Yoruba, Baker 1989, p. 529 ex. 27a. from Lord 1974) 

(11) BBBBọ́lá sọ́lá sọ́lá sọ́lá sè    è    è    è    ẹran,   ó    sẹran,   ó    sẹran,   ó    sẹran,   ó    sì    tà    á.ì    tà    á.ì    tà    á.ì    tà    á. 
Bola cook meat  he and sell it. 
'Bola cooked some meat and (then) sold it.' 
(Yoruba, Baker 1989, p. 529 ex. 27b. from Lord 1974) 

When a conjunction is introduced into the SVC in (10), making the coordination in (11), the 
shared object 'reappears' and is expressed by a pronoun.  

Baule does not follow this pattern. In Baule, shared objects can be either overt pronouns or 
null pronouns. Objects that are overt pronouns when shared are also overt in the 
corresponding coordinations. For example, the coordination corresponding to (9) is (12). 

(12) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               lomi      yε    li               lomi      yε    li               lomi      yε    li               lomi      yε    ɔ     yrɛɔ     yrɛɔ     yrɛɔ     yrɛ----li               *(i).li               *(i).li               *(i).li               *(i). 
3ss buy-COMPL orange  and 3ss  burn-COMPL *(3so) 
'S/he bought an orange and burned it.' 

Likewise, objects that are unexpressed when shared are also unexpressed in the 
corresponding coordination. Consider the alternation between (2), repeated, and the 
corresponding coordination in (6), also repeated. 

(2)    Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li              oflli              oflli              oflli              oflɛ       diɛ       diɛ       diɛ       di----li               (*i).li               (*i).li               (*i).li               (*i). 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya ate-COMPL (*3so) 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

(6) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ       kpɛkun  ɔ    diɛ       kpɛkun  ɔ    diɛ       kpɛkun  ɔ    diɛ       kpɛkun  ɔ    di----li             (*i).li             (*i).li             (*i).li             (*i). 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya and        3ss ate-COMPL (*3so) 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 
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Since object sharing in Baule does not follow the classical pattern, I prefer to avoid using 
the term 'Serial Verb Construction' for Baule. 

At this juncture, let me motivate my assumption that the unexpressed object of V2 in (1)-(3) 
is a null pronoun. Baule is a null object language that drops pronouns only in sentence final 
position. A pronoun can be null in Baule only if it is the object of an Object Drop Verb, a 
verb belonging to the class of verbs that admit null objects. Third person singular pronouns 
in Baule are required to be dropped sentence finally whenever they are the objects of Object 
Drop Verbs and refer to animates.  

(13) Ɔ    nɔnƆ    nɔnƆ    nɔnƆ    nɔn----nininini           ∅object 
 3ss drink-COMPL 
 'Aya drank it.' 
In this example, nnnnɔnɔnɔnɔn, 'drink', is an Object Drop Verb. Its pronoun object refers to an 
inanimate entity, a liquid, and is in sentence final position. For this reason, its pronoun 
object is required to be a null object. 

When Object Drop Verbs are used as V2 in a Multi-verb Construction, the same object drop 
restrictions continue to apply. In (14), V2 does not have an overt pronoun object, since the 
object pronoun refers to an inanimate and occurs at the end of a sentence. 

(14) Aya toAya toAya toAya to----li               li               li               li               nzue   nzue   nzue   nzue   ɔ    nɔnɔ    nɔnɔ    nɔnɔ    nɔn----nininini             ∅object 
Aya buy-COMPL water 3ss drink-COMPL 
'Aya bought the water and drank it.' 

When an adverb is added to the end of the sentence, the object pronoun 'reappears' since it 
is no longer in sentence final position. 

(15) Aya toAya toAya toAya to----li               nzue   li               nzue   li               nzue   li               nzue   ɔ    nɔnɔ    nɔnɔ    nɔnɔ    nɔn----ni              i       ndεndε.ni              i       ndεndε.ni              i       ndεndε.ni              i       ndεndε. 
Aya buy-COMPL water  3ss drink-COMPL 3so quickly 
'Aya bought the water and drank it quickly.' 

The straightforward explanation for this pattern is that the Multi-verb Construction in (14) 
contains a null object pronoun, exactly like the simple verb construction in (13). 

In this paper, I argue that Baule Multi-verb examples (1)-(3) and (9) should not be 
designated as examples of a Serial Verb Construction, but that Empty Subject  Construction 
(ESC) is a more appropriate designation. I show that (1)-(3) and (9) should be analyzed as 
consisting of two clauses (IPs) coordinated without the use of an overt conjunction.  

A large portion of the paper is devoted to investigating an interesting restriction on the 
Baule ESC, namely that the ESC is constrained to containing only a single distributive 
numeral. This restriction gives an initial appearance of providing evidence against my claim 
that the Baule ESC is IP-coordination. In order to account for this restriction, I propose that 
the shared objects of the Baule ESC fix their reference using a special interpretive 
mechanism. I will show that the interpretative mechanism I propose finds independent 
justification for its existence in other aspects of the Baule ESC. This interpretive mechanism 
makes it possible to account for the distribution of distributive numerals in the Baule ESC, 
and the interpretations that they give rise to, while maintaining my claim that the Baule 
ESC is covert IP-coordination. 
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1111    TTTTHE HE HE HE BBBBAULE AULE AULE AULE EEEEMPTY MPTY MPTY MPTY SSSSUBJECT UBJECT UBJECT UBJECT CCCCONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTION    
In this section I review the reasons for which I have chosen the designation 'Empty Subject 
Construction' to refer to Baule examples containing multiple finite verbs and only one overt 
expression of the subject. 

As already noted above, a fundamental difference between (1)-(3) and (9) and standard 
(overt) coordination involves the subject of V2. When no overt conjunction is present, the 
second subject can be absent or can be marked overtly with a subject marker, as shown in 
(16). 

(16) cf. (2)  Ɔ    to    oflɛ       (ɔ)      diƆ    to    oflɛ       (ɔ)      diƆ    to    oflɛ       (ɔ)      diƆ    to    oflɛ       (ɔ)      di----li.li.li.li. 
  3ss buy papaya (3ss)  ate-COMPL 
   'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

As previously mentioned, when a conjunction is present, it is no longer possible to omit the 
subject marker marking the second subject, as shown in (6) and (7), repeated. 

(6)  Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li              oflli              oflli              oflli              oflɛ        kpɛkun  *(ɔ)    diɛ        kpɛkun  *(ɔ)    diɛ        kpɛkun  *(ɔ)    diɛ        kpɛkun  *(ɔ)    di----li.li.li.li. 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya and        *(3ss) ate-COMPL 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

(7) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ       yɛ     *(ɔ)    diɛ       yɛ     *(ɔ)    diɛ       yɛ     *(ɔ)    diɛ       yɛ     *(ɔ)    di----li.li.li.li. 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya and  *(3ss) ate-COMPL 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

Creissels and Kouadio N'Guessan (1977) and Kouadio N'Guessan (2000) use the term 'Serial 
Verb Construction' to describe Multi-verb Constructions in Baule. Creissels and Kouadio 
N'Guessan (1977) emphasize the similarities between Baule Multi-verb Constructions and 
coordination, but chose to retain the term 'Serial Verb Construction' due to what they feel 
is a crucial difference between Baule serialization and coordination. This difference is the 
fact that in the Multi-verb Construction the subject must be overtly expressed only once, at 
the beginning of the sentence, whereas in coordination, an overt subject is required to be 
marked on both verbs. I consider Creissels and Kouadio N'Guessan's (1977) observation to 
be a critical insight into the nature of (1)-(3) and (9). Since such examples admit the 
possibility of an empty subject in the second conjunct, the designation 'Empty Subject 
Construction' is an appropriate one to describe them. I do not adopt the term 'Multi-verb 
Constructions' for these constructions, since I feel that this term is too general. 

Evidence from the tone pattern of Baule provides further support that the non-initial 
subjects of (1)-(3) and (9) are underlyingly present, but have no segmental content. Creissels 
and Kouadio N'Guessan (1977) point out that each verb in (17) bears a tonal prefix.  

(17) ɔ̀    sú       fɔ̀    sú       fɔ̀    sú       fɔ̀    sú       fà     tánnì   à     tánnì   à     tánnì   à     tánnì   ́ḿḿḿmàn Kouàdió.àn Kouàdió.àn Kouàdió.àn Kouàdió. 
3ss PROG take cloth  give  Kouadio 
'He's giving the cloth to Kouadio.' 
(Baule, Creissels and Kouadio N'Guessan 1977, p. 423) 

The presence of this tonal prefix, suggests that the subject of V2 is syntactically 
represented, but is empty of pronounceable material. Note that (17) is different than (1)-(3) 
and (9) in that it does not support the insertion of a conjunction. The fact about the 
presence of the tonal prefix, however, is the same for (1)-(3) and (9). 

Additional evidence demonstrating the structural presence of an empty subject derives 
from the interpretations assigned to (1)-(3) and (9). The unexpressed subject of V2 in (1)-(3) 
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and (9) is different from the unexpressed subject of the second verb in an English 
coordination such as (19). Consider the contrast between (18) and (19). 

(18) Talua nsan  cTalua nsan  cTalua nsan  cTalua nsan  cɛ     be   traɛ     be   traɛ     be   traɛ     be   tra----li                wuo     dili                wuo     dili                wuo     dili                wuo     di----li.li.li.li.  
 girl    three only 3ps catch-COMPL snake  eat-COMPL  
 'Only three girls caught a snake and they ate it.' 

(19) Only three girls caught a snake and ate it.Only three girls caught a snake and ate it.Only three girls caught a snake and ate it.Only three girls caught a snake and ate it. 
Baule speakers report that (18) is appropriate only in situations in which three girls total 
caught snakes, and in which exactly those three girls also ate snakes. Because this sentence 
has this interpretation, we know that the unexpressed subject of the non-initial verb 
receives an E-type reading (Evans 1977, 1980, Heim 1990, Neale 1990). Baker and Stewart 
(2002) use the occurrence of an E-type reading to diagnose the presence of a null pronoun 
in Serial Verb Constructions in Edo. Using Baker and Stewart's (2002) diagnostic, it is 
possible for us to conclude that the unexpressed subject in (18) is a null pronoun, and 
therefore structurally present. 

Compare the interpretation of (18) with the interpretation of the English coordination in 
(19). In (19) the missing subject is not an E-type pronoun. The coordination in (19) is 
interpreted to mean that only three girls both caught snakes and ate them. It is appropriate 
in situations in which more than three girls caught snakes or in which more than three girls 
ate snakes, so long as only three girls participated in both the action of snake catching and 
the action of snake eating. Because there is no E-type reading, it is not possible to conclude 
that the English coordination in (19) involves a structurally represented second subject. The 
cases in which E-type readings occur with subjects are discussed in more detail in Larson 
(2002, 2003). 

These issues are the reasons for which I have adopted the designation 'Empty Subject 
Construction' for Baule Multi-verb Constructions with only a single overt expression of the 
subject. In the next section, I will introduce and support my proposal that the Empty 
Subject Construction is a form of covert coordination of clauses. 

 

2222    EEEEMPTY MPTY MPTY MPTY SSSSUBJECT UBJECT UBJECT UBJECT CCCCONSTRUCTIONS ARE COVONSTRUCTIONS ARE COVONSTRUCTIONS ARE COVONSTRUCTIONS ARE COVERT COORDINATIONERT COORDINATIONERT COORDINATIONERT COORDINATION    
In this section I argue that the Empty Subject Construction in Baule is covert coordination of 
two clauses, more specifically, of two Inflectional Phrases (IPs). Covert coordination is 
coordination that does not involve an overt conjunction. 

Various structures have been proposed for Serial Verb Constructions in the literature. Many 
of these structures allow for only a single representation of inflectional (person, number, 
tense/aspect/mode) features (Baker 1989, den Dikken 1991, Déchaine 1993, Campbell 1996, 
Collins 1997). Let us examine the structure proposed by Déchaine (1993) in more detail. 

Déchaine (1993) designates Yoruba examples like (10) (repeated) multi-event SVCs. Multi-
event SVCs are interesting for comparison with Baule examples (1)-(3) and (9) because they 
involve similar verb pairs and receive similar interpretations. 

(10) BBBBọọọọ́́ ́́lá sè     lá sè     lá sè     lá sè     ẹran   tẹran   tẹran   tẹran   tà.à.à.à. 
Bola cook meat sell 
'Bola cooked some meat and sold it.' 
(Yoruba, Baker 1989, p. 529 ex. 27a. from Lord 1974) 
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For such examples Déchaine (1993) proposes a structure involving adjoined VPs, headed by 
V2, as illustrated in (20). 

(20) Déchaine's (1993) structure for multi-event SVCs 
                   VP2 

               VP1                             VP2 

    V                VPi               V            proi 

This VP is then embedded under an IP, containing a single representation of person, 
number and tense/aspect/mode (TAM) features. The subject of the SVC is projected in the 
specifier of this IP. 

The structure in (20) is unsuited for representing Baule ESCs since it accommodates only a 
single representation of the subject. In the previous section, I demonstrated that in the 
Baule ESC both verbs have a structurally represented subject. This fact  motivates my 
proposal that the Baule ESC consists of the covert coordination of two IPs. I illustrate this 
structure in (21) using example (1) (repeated).  

(1) BBBB----'a           sa      nzue   a         n'a           sa      nzue   a         n'a           sa      nzue   a         n'a           sa      nzue   a         nɔn.ɔn.ɔn.ɔn.  
3ps-PERF draw water PERF drink 
'They have drawn water and drunk it.' 

The IP-coordination that I am proposing is a covert coordination and does not contain an 
overtly expressed conjunction. I assume that covert coordination involves a null 
conjunction instead, and I represent this element as ∅&. 

(21)                                   &P 

           IP                                    &' 

           They            I'                ∅&              IP 

      PERF               VP               ∅subject         I' 

        tsubject            VP            PERF           VP 

                 drawn          water         tsubject            VP 

        drunk         ∅object 

This structure is more suitable for the representation of Baule ESCs than Déchaine's (1993) 
structure in (20), since it contains a structural slot for two subjects. The subject of the 
second verb is an empty subject, represented by ∅subject. 

Notice the difference between this structure, and the VP coordination structure of the 
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English coordination in (19), repeated. 

(19) Only three girls caught a snake and ate it.Only three girls caught a snake and ate it.Only three girls caught a snake and ate it.Only three girls caught a snake and ate it. 
The structure that I assume to underlie (19) is illustrated in (22). Relevant discussion of the 
issue of the structure underlying examples such as (19) can be found in van Valin (1986).    

(22)        IP 

  Only three girls            I' 

        I         &P 

      VP               &' 

      caught     a snake          &         VP 

                   ate               it    

This VP conjunction structure is inappropriate for the Baule ESC for the same reason that 
the VP adjunction structure in (20) was inappropriate. This structure projects only one 
subject, whereas the Baule ESC clearly contains two structural subjects, one for each verb.  

In proposing (21) as the correct structure for the Baule ESC, I have left one critical issue 
open, which I will address now. An important generalization of Baule ESCs is that the 
tense/aspect/mode (TAM) features of the initial verb must match the TAM features of 
subsequent verbs. This constraint is illustrated in (23). 

(23) *Be   traBe   traBe   traBe   tra----li               kpli               kpli               kpli               kpɛma ɛma ɛma ɛma  wa  di. wa  di. wa  di. wa  di. 
  3ps catch-COMPL agouti  FUT eat 
  Intended reading: 'They caught an agouti and they will eat it.' 

This example is unacceptable since the TAM-values of the two verbs do not match. V1 is 
marked with the completive and V2 is marked with the future. If the structure of the Baule 
ESC contains two separate IPs, it is necessary to provide an additional explanation for why 
these two IPs are required to have the same value for their TAM-features. 

It turns out that the requirement that TAM-features on both verbs be identical is not an 
absolute constraint in Baule. Certain combinations of mismatched TAM-features are 
admissible. Most notably, the ESC is acceptable if the first verb is marked progressive and 
the second future, as shown in (24). 

(24) Be   su      tra     kpBe   su      tra     kpBe   su      tra     kpBe   su      tra     kpɛma  wa  di.ɛma  wa  di.ɛma  wa  di.ɛma  wa  di. 
3ps PROG catch agouti  FUT eat 
'They are in the process of catching agoutis and they will eat them.' 

Example (24) makes it clear that the TAM-matching restrictions on ESC in Baule cannot be 
derived by a structure that contains only a single IP. Rather two IPs are required in order to 
cover cases in which the TAM-features of V1 differ from those of V2. Baule is in this way 
similar to Akan. Dolphyne (1987) points out that the TAM-mismatch prohibition in Akan is 
not an absolute constraint 
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Because TAM-mismatch is not an absolute constraint in Baule, the fact that certain TAM-
combinations are not permitted, such as completive combining with future, as was shown 
in (23), must be derived from compatibility requirements enforced on a higher (possibly 
non-syntactic) level. 

A potential objection to my proposal that the Baule ESC is covert IP-coordination involves 
violations of the Coordination Structure Constraint (CSC) proposed by Ross (1967). Déchaine 
(1993) observes that in Yoruba extraction of an argument is not possible from coordinated 
clauses, i.e. coordinated IPs. 

(25) *ẸranẸranẸranẸrani  i  i  i  ni     Jímni     Jímni     Jímni     Jímọ̀ ọ́     sọ̀ ọ́     sọ̀ ọ́     sọ̀ ọ́     sè      è      è      è      ti                    ó     sì     tà    ó     sì     tà    ó     sì     tà    ó     sì     tà    ti. 
  meat  FOC Jimo  3ss cook       3ss also sell 
Intended reading: It's meat that Jimo cooked and sold. 
(Yoruba, Déchaine 1993, p. 809, ex. 50) 

She points out that this constraint exactly parallels the constraint on extraction from 
coordinated clauses in English. 

(26) *What should Jim eat and he should cook?*What should Jim eat and he should cook?*What should Jim eat and he should cook?*What should Jim eat and he should cook? 
If the Baule ESC is covert coordination of two clauses, we should expect that it should 
demonstrate the effects of this constraint. Such effects, however, do not arise. Example (27) 
is a variant on (1) in which the object has been focused. 

(27) NzueNzueNzueNzue----'n       yε    'n       yε    'n       yε    'n       yε    ɔ   toɔ   toɔ   toɔ   to----li               nli               nli               nli               nɔnɔnɔnɔn----ni            ni            ni            ni            ɔn.ɔn.ɔn.ɔn. 
water-DEF  FOC 3ss buy-COMPL drink-COMPL PART 
'It's the water that she bought and drank.' 

This example is perfectly acceptable and does not display the expected effects of a CSC 
violation, suggesting that it does not involve covert coordination. 

In previous work, I have taken (27) to be evidence for a structural difference between the 
ESC and covert coordination (Larson 2003). My current position is that (27) does not bear on 
the question of whether the ESC is covert coordination or not. It is not possible to 
demonstrate that the Baule focus construction involves movement. For this reason, we 
cannot expect that covert coordination will give rise to violations of the CSC. 

Saah (1988, 1994) examines the focus construction in Akan and arrives at the conclusion 
that it is not a movement-derived construction. My position is that it is possible to draw the 
same conclusion for Baule. This position is supported by the fact that coordination of two 
clauses involving an overt conjunction is also not subject to the CSC, as shown in (28). 

(28) NzueNzueNzueNzue----'n      y'n      y'n      y'n      yɛ    Aya toɛ    Aya toɛ    Aya toɛ    Aya to----li                   kpli                   kpli                   kpli                   kpɛkun ɔ    nɔnɛkun ɔ    nɔnɛkun ɔ    nɔnɛkun ɔ    nɔn----ni             ni             ni             ni             ɔn.ɔn.ɔn.ɔn. 
Water-DEF FOC Aya buy water-DEF and       3ss drink-COMPL PART 
'It's water that Aya bought and drank.' 

In sum, the acceptability of (27) does not provide counterevidence against the position that 
the Baule ESC is covert coordination of two IPs. Because the Baule focus construction does 
not involve movement, example (27) does not provide proof one way or the other.  

I refer to examples like (28) using the term overt coordination. Overt coordination is 
coordination involving an overt conjunction. It is important to note that examples that I 
call overt coordination in Baule are not necessarily identical in structure to examples of 
overt coordination in English, such as (29). 
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(29) Aya pumped the water and she drank it.Aya pumped the water and she drank it.Aya pumped the water and she drank it.Aya pumped the water and she drank it.  

As mentioned above, Baule has three conjunctions that are translated with 'and': yyyyɛɛɛɛ, shown 
here in (6), repeated, kp kp kp kpɛkun ɛkun ɛkun ɛkun and nannannannan. 

(6) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ       yɛ     ɔ    diɛ       yɛ     ɔ    diɛ       yɛ     ɔ    diɛ       yɛ     ɔ    di----li.li.li.li. 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya  and  3ss  ate-COMPL 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

Baule also has a class of sentence adverbs that can only appear at the beginning of a 
sentence. Sentence adverbs include nanwlnanwlnanwlnanwlɛɛɛɛ, 'truly, definitely' and atratratratrɛkpaɛkpaɛkpaɛkpa, 'probably'. 
Sentence adverbs are only permitted in sentence initial position, as illustrated in (30). 

(30) Sentence adverb distributionSentence adverb distributionSentence adverb distributionSentence adverb distribution 
(Nanwl(Nanwl(Nanwl(Nanwlɛ)    Kofi   (*nanwlɛ)   manɛ)    Kofi   (*nanwlɛ)   manɛ)    Kofi   (*nanwlɛ)   manɛ)    Kofi   (*nanwlɛ)   man----ni          ni          ni          ni           
(truly)         Kofi   (*truly)       gave-COMPL  
(*nanwl(*nanwl(*nanwl(*nanwlɛ)   mi   (*nanwlɛ)   fluwa   (*nanwlɛ)ɛ)   mi   (*nanwlɛ)   fluwa   (*nanwlɛ)ɛ)   mi   (*nanwlɛ)   fluwa   (*nanwlɛ)ɛ)   mi   (*nanwlɛ)   fluwa   (*nanwlɛ)    
(*truly)       me   (*truly)       paper   (*truly) 
'Kofi definitely gave me paper.' 

The reason why the second subject is required to be overtly expressed in (6) may very well 
be that (6) consists of two sentences, the second introduced by yεyεyεyε. In this case, a more 
appropriate representation of (6) would be the following. 
(31) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ.       Yɛ    ɔ    diɛ.       Yɛ    ɔ    diɛ.       Yɛ    ɔ    diɛ.       Yɛ    ɔ    di----li.li.li.li. 

3ss buy-COMPL papaya   and  3ss  ate-COMPL 
 'S/he bought papaya. Then she ate it.' 

A certain amount of evidence can be gathered in support of this perspective. Carteron 
(1992) classifies yεyεyεyε and nannannannan as conjunctions, but points out that it is also possible to begin 
sentences with these elements. He states that when yεyεyεyε or nan nan nan nan begin a sentence, it is drawn 
out and followed by a pause (p. 61). Kouadio and Creissels N'Guessan (1977) also classify yεyεyεyε 
and nannannannan as conjunctions, but mention the possibility of starting sentences with yεyεyεyε (p. 515).  
Because kpεkun kpεkun kpεkun kpεkun or yε yε yε yε are always followed by a clause with an overtly marked subject, it is 
difficult to identify in discourse if these elements begin a new sentence or if they link two 
clauses. I tried to isolate an individual sentence, in the form of a quotation. 
(32) Kofi kanKofi kanKofi kanKofi kan----ni,         'Kpεkun  bni,         'Kpεkun  bni,         'Kpεkun  bni,         'Kpεkun  be die die die di----li               kangalεli               kangalεli               kangalεli               kangalε----'n.''n.''n.''n.' 

Kofi said-COMPL  and         3ps eat-COMPL panther-DEF 
'Kofi said, "And they ate the panther."' 

Baule speakers find this example acceptable and natural. The English gloss, on the other 
hand, is not very natural.  
These facts point to the conclusion that the ESC is the only 'true' coordination in Baule and 
that overt coordination is actually the juxtaposition of two sentences, the second of which 
begins with a sentence adverb. I refer to examples such as (6) as 'overt coordination', but 
the fact that such examples probably consist of two sentences should be kept in mind. 

In this section, I have argued that the Baule ESC involves covert coordination of two IPs, 
illustrated by the tree in (21). In the balance of this paper, I will demonstrate how it is 
possible to resolve this structure with the constraint operative in Baule that restricts the 
ESC to containing only a single distributive numeral. This issue is an interesting one since 
this constraint is quite unexpected of IP-coordination. 
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3333    DDDDISTRIBUTION AND DISTISTRIBUTION AND DISTISTRIBUTION AND DISTISTRIBUTION AND DISTRIBUTIVE NUMERALS INRIBUTIVE NUMERALS INRIBUTIVE NUMERALS INRIBUTIVE NUMERALS IN    BBBBAULEAULEAULEAULE    
In this section I introduce distributive numerals and demonstrate their behavior in Baule. I 
will begin with some general remarks concerning distribution. In English there is no 
explicit marker of distribution. Consider example (33). 

(33) Three girls bought two pineapples.Three girls bought two pineapples.Three girls bought two pineapples.Three girls bought two pineapples. 
This example is ambiguous between an interpretation in which a total of two pineapples is 
bought and an interpretation in which a total of six pineapples is bought. Disambiguation 
can be achieved by adding 'each'. 
(34) Three girls bought two pineapples each.Three girls bought two pineapples each.Three girls bought two pineapples each.Three girls bought two pineapples each. 
Other languages express distribution by using distributive numerals. Gil (1988, 1995) 
provides examples of distributive numerals from Maricopa (Hokan, spoken in Arizona), Gã 
(Niger-Congo, spoken in Ghana), Bura (Afro-Asiatic, spoken in Nigeria), Nubian (Nilo-
Saharan, spoken in Egypt), Rumanian (Indo-European), Turkish (Altaic), Tagalog 
(Austronesian, spoken in Philippines), Japanese, and Georgian (South Caucasian).  The 
following is a Georgian example from Gil (1988) that illustrates the use of a distributive 
numeral. 
(35) Orma  Orma  Orma  Orma      k'acma    sam    k'acma    sam    k'acma    sam    k'acma    sam----sami             čanta              c'aisami             čanta              c'aisami             čanta              c'aisami             čanta              c'aiɣo.ɣo.ɣo.ɣo. 

 two.ERG man.ERG three-DIST.ABS suitcase.ABS carried.3s  
'Two men carried three suitcases.'     
(Georgian, Gil 1988, p. 1044, ex. 7b.) 

Notice that the distributive numeral is reduplicated in form. Cross-linguistically distributive 
numerals are frequently formed by using reduplication. According to Gil (1988), (35) can 
have one of three meanings.  
(36) a. Two men carried three suitcases each. 

b. Two men carried suitcases 3 at a time. 
c. Two men carried sets of 3 suitcases. 

In the literature on distribution, a differentiation is made between the distributive key and 
the distributive share. The distributive key designates the entities being distributed over, in 
this case the men. The distributive share designates the entities being distributed, in this 
case the suitcases. The distributive numeral is associated with the distributive share. 

Contrast the interpretation of the sentence containing the distributive numeral in (35) with 
a parallel sentence not containing a distributive numeral in (37). 

(37)  Orma      k'acma    sami            Orma      k'acma    sami            Orma      k'acma    sami            Orma      k'acma    sami            čanta             c'aičanta             c'aičanta             c'aičanta             c'aiɣo.ɣo.ɣo.ɣo.   
two.ERG man.ERG three.ABS suitcase.ABS carried.3s   
'Two men carried three suitcases.' 
(Georgian, Gil 1988, p. 1044, ex. 7a.) 

If no distributive numeral is used, the sentence is interpreted to mean that a total of three 
suitcases was carried. 

Distributive numerals in Baule are reduplicated forms of simple numerals and are used in 
the same way as the Georgian distributive numerals.  
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(38) Talua mun   be   kunTalua mun   be   kunTalua mun   be   kunTalua mun   be   kun----ni           akni           akni           akni           akɔ        nyon nyon.ɔ        nyon nyon.ɔ        nyon nyon.ɔ        nyon nyon.   
girls DEF-PL 3ps kill- COMPL chicken two   two 
'The girls killed two chickens each.' 

If a reduplicated numeral is used, a distributive reading is forced in Baule. Example (38) can 
only be interpreted to mean that each girl undertook the killing of two chickens.  This 
example contrasts with the parallel example not including a reduplicated numeral. 

(39) Talua mun    be  kunTalua mun    be  kunTalua mun    be  kunTalua mun    be  kun----ni         ni         ni         ni         akakakakɔ        nyon.ɔ        nyon.ɔ        nyon.ɔ        nyon. 
 girls DEF-PL 3ps kill-COMPL chicken two 
'The girls killed two chickens total.' 

The above examples are cases in which the distributive key is the subject of the sentence 
and the distributive share is the object. A range of other possibilities is admitted, however. 
For example, in (40) the distributive key is the object of a locative postpositional phrase, the 
tables at which the pineapples were bought. 

(40) Talua nsan   be   toTalua nsan   be   toTalua nsan   be   toTalua nsan   be   to----li                li                li                li                ablablablablɛlɛ        nyon nyon tabli  klwaa su.ɛlɛ        nyon nyon tabli  klwaa su.ɛlɛ        nyon nyon tabli  klwaa su.ɛlɛ        nyon nyon tabli  klwaa su. 
girls   three  3ps buy- COMPL pineapple two   two    table all        on 
'Three girls bought two pineapples at each table.' 

It is possible that the distributive key is not expressed at all in the sentence, but is taken to 
be an event, in the case of (41), pineapples are distributed over events of buying. 

(41) N    toN    toN    toN    to----li            ablli            ablli            ablli            ablɛlɛ         nyon nyon.ɛlɛ         nyon nyon.ɛlɛ         nyon nyon.ɛlɛ         nyon nyon. 
1ss  buy-PAST pineapple two    two 
'I bought pairs of pineapples.' 

Not only objects, but also subjects can distribute over events. 

(42) N´nN´nN´nN´nɛn     mun                be   fuɛn     mun                be   fuɛn     mun                be   fuɛn     mun                be   fu----li                     nyon nyon.li                     nyon nyon.li                     nyon nyon.li                     nyon nyon. 
Animals PLURAL-DEF 3ps ascend- COMPL two   two 
'The animals went up two by two.' 

In (42) animals distribute over events of ascending. In the next section, I provide data on 
how distributive numerals are used in the ESC and the interpretations that they give rise to. 

 

4444    DDDDISTRIBUTIVE ISTRIBUTIVE ISTRIBUTIVE ISTRIBUTIVE NNNNUMERALS AND THE UMERALS AND THE UMERALS AND THE UMERALS AND THE EEEEMPTY MPTY MPTY MPTY SSSSUBJECT UBJECT UBJECT UBJECT CCCCONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTIONONSTRUCTION    
This section describes a noteworthy constraint on the Baule ESC, namely the constraint that 
requires the ESC to involve at most a single distributive numeral. Such a constraint is 
unexpected given my analysis of the Baule ESC as IP-coordination.  

Consider the following pair of sentences, (38), repeated, and (43), each containing a 
distributive numeral. 

(38)        Talua mun      be   kunTalua mun      be   kunTalua mun      be   kunTalua mun      be   kun----ni         akni         akni         akni         akɔ        nyon nyon.ɔ        nyon nyon.ɔ        nyon nyon.ɔ        nyon nyon. 
Girls   DEF-PL 3ps kill-COMPL chicken two two 
'The girls killed pairs of chickens.' 

(43) Be   sBe   sBe   sBe   sɔkɔɔkɔɔkɔɔkɔ----li                  akli                  akli                  akli                  akɔ         nyon nyon.ɔ         nyon nyon.ɔ         nyon nyon.ɔ         nyon nyon. 
3ps prepare-COMPL chicken two two 
'They prepared pairs of chickens.' 

If we conjoin these two sentences, we expect to get a pragmatically well-formed result. 
There is nothing particularly strange about asserting that the girls each killed a pair of 
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chickens and then proceeded to each cook a pair of chickens.  

When we combine (38)    and (43) with an overt conjunction, our expectations are upheld. The 
resulting sentence is grammatical. 

(44) Talua mun    be  kunTalua mun    be  kunTalua mun    be  kunTalua mun    be  kun----ni        ni        ni        ni         ak ak ak akɔ         nyon nyonɔ         nyon nyonɔ         nyon nyonɔ         nyon nyon  
Girls DEF-PL 3ps kill-COMPL chicken two    two    
kpkpkpkpɛkun / yɛɛkun / yɛɛkun / yɛɛkun / yɛ  be   s  be   s  be   s  be   sɔkɔɔkɔɔkɔɔkɔ----li                 i      nyon nyon.li                 i      nyon nyon.li                 i      nyon nyon.li                 i      nyon nyon. 
and / and    3ps prepare-COMPL 3so two two 
'The girls killed pairs of chickens and prepared them in pairs.' 

When we try to combine (38)    and (43) into an ESC, however, a problem arises. 

(45)  *Talua mun  be   kunTalua mun  be   kunTalua mun  be   kunTalua mun  be   kun----ni        akni        akni        akni        akɔ        nyon nyonɔ        nyon nyonɔ        nyon nyonɔ        nyon nyon 
Girls DEF-PL 3ps kill-COMPL chicken two two      
ssssɔkɔɔkɔɔkɔɔkɔ----li         li         li         li                 i      nyon nyon.        i      nyon nyon.        i      nyon nyon.        i      nyon nyon. 
prepare-COMPL 3so two two 
Intended: 'The girls killed pairs of chickens and prepared them in pairs.' 

It is not possible for an ESC to contain two distributive numerals. It is clear that this 
constraint is not merely a preference for a formulation that is not redundant. First, the 
acceptability of the coordination in (44) is not affected by the repetition of the distributive 
numeral. Second, when we use two different distributive numerals in the ESC, thus avoiding 
redundancy, the sentence is still unacceptable. 

(46) *Talua mun    be   kunTalua mun    be   kunTalua mun    be   kunTalua mun    be   kun----ni        akni        akni        akni        akɔ         nyon nyonɔ         nyon nyonɔ         nyon nyonɔ         nyon nyon  
Girls   DEF-PL 3ps kill-COMPL chicken two two       
ssssɔkɔɔkɔɔkɔɔkɔ----li                  i      nsan nsan.li                  i      nsan nsan.li                  i      nsan nsan.li                  i      nsan nsan. 
prepare-COMPL 3so three three 
Intended: 'The girls killed pairs of chickens and prepared them in threes.' 

Example (47) is another ESC that illustrates the constraint that there can be at most one 
distributive numeral per ESC. 

(47) *BakaBakaBakaBakannnngan mun    be   kpgan mun    be   kpgan mun    be   kpgan mun    be   kpɛɛɛɛ----li          waka blu blu  kikili          waka blu blu  kikili          waka blu blu  kikili          waka blu blu  kiki----li          i     blu blu.li          i     blu blu.li          i     blu blu.li          i     blu blu. 
  children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood ten ten tie-COMPL 3so ten ten 
Intended: 'The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and tied it in bundles of ten.' 

In order to express the intended reading of (47), it is necessary to use the distributive 
numeral only once, following the object of V1. 

(48) Bakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpɛɛɛɛ----li         waka   blu blu   kikili         waka   blu blu   kikili         waka   blu blu   kikili         waka   blu blu   kiki----li        li        li        li        ∅object. . . .  
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood ten ten  tie-COMPL 
'The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and tied it in bundles of ten.' 
(the wood is both cut and tied in groups of ten) 

Note the object pronoun of kikikikikikikiki----lililili, 'tied',    is no longer overt, but is now a null pronoun, 
which I represent with ∅object. The pronoun ‘disappears’ because dropping the distributive 
numeral causes it to become sentence final. The verb kikikikikikikiki, 'tied', is an Object Drop Verb and 
as such requires sentence final pronouns to be null. This effect is a general fact of Baule 
object drop and does not interact with the distribution of distributive numerals, which is 
under consideration here. 
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There is a clear contrast between (48) and the corresponding coordination in (49). 

(49) Bakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpɛɛɛɛ----li          waka blu blu  yli          waka blu blu  yli          waka blu blu  yli          waka blu blu  yɛ    be  kikiɛ    be  kikiɛ    be  kikiɛ    be  kiki----li          li          li          li          ∅object.... 
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood ten ten  and 3ps tie-COMPL 
'The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and tied it in bundles.' 
(not clear how many pieces of wood are tied into a bundle) 

In the coordination, it is no longer clear that the wood is tied in bundles of ten. This 
sentence expresses only that the wood was cut in groups of ten, and does not specify how it 
was tied. 

Now let us turn to the case of the ESC in which the distributive numeral appears following 
the object of V2, as in (50).  

(50) Bakangan mun     be  Bakangan mun     be  Bakangan mun     be  Bakangan mun     be  kpkpkpkpɛɛɛɛ----li          waka   kikili          waka   kikili          waka   kikili          waka   kiki----li         i      blu blu.li         i      blu blu.li         i      blu blu.li         i      blu blu. 
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood  tie-COMPL 3so ten ten 
'The children cut wood and tied it in bundles of ten.' 
(the wood is not necessarily cut in groups on ten) 

The interpretation of (50) is quite different from the interpretation of the ESC in (48). 
Example (50) expresses that the wood is tied in bundles of ten, but not that it was 
necessarily cut in groups of ten. 

In this case the interpretation of the ESC is the same as the interpretation of the 
corresponding coordination. 

(51) Bakangan mun     beBakangan mun     beBakangan mun     beBakangan mun     be   kp   kp   kp   kpɛɛɛɛ----li          waka yli          waka yli          waka yli          waka yɛ    be  kikiɛ    be  kikiɛ    be  kikiɛ    be  kiki----li          i       blu blu.li          i       blu blu.li          i       blu blu.li          i       blu blu. 
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood and 3ps tie-COMPL 3so ten ten 
'The children cut wood and tied it in bundles of ten.' 
(the wood is not necessarily cut in groups on ten) 

Like the ESC in (50), the coordination in (51) expresses that the wood was tied in bundles of 
ten, but does not specify that the wood was cut in groups of ten. 

At first glance this data fails to support my proposal that the ESC in Baule is covert 
coordination of two IPs. If the ESC is covert coordination of two IPs, we would naturally 
expect it to be subject to the same restrictions and give rise to the same interpretations as 
the overt coordination of two IPs. Instead, the ESC is constrained to contain at most a single 
distributive numeral, while coordination can contain two. Additionally, when only a single 
distributive numeral is involved, there is a difference of interpretation between the ESC and 
coordination, as shown by the contrast between (48) and (49). In the following section, I put 
forward a proposal, which will account for these unexpected facts without making it 
necessary to revise my proposal that the ESC in Baule is covert IP-coordination. 

 

5555    AAAAN EXPLANATION FOR THN EXPLANATION FOR THN EXPLANATION FOR THN EXPLANATION FOR THE CONSTRAINT ON DISTE CONSTRAINT ON DISTE CONSTRAINT ON DISTE CONSTRAINT ON DISTRIBUTIVE NUMERALSRIBUTIVE NUMERALSRIBUTIVE NUMERALSRIBUTIVE NUMERALS    
I propose that the shared object pronoun of the Baule ESC is not an ordinary anaphor in 
that it does not receive its interpretation in a standard referential manner. Instead, its 
reference is fixed by a free relative clause. This free relative clause is constructed from the 
the first conjunct of the ESC. A concrete example serves to make my proposal easier to 
visualize. Consider (2), repeated from above. 
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(2) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ       diɛ       diɛ       diɛ       di----li             li             li             li             ∅object.... 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya ate-COMPL 
 'S/he bought papaya and ate it.' 

The shared object pronoun is the object of V2 and in this example is a null pronoun, which I 
have illustrated here with '∅object'. My proposal is that a special interpretive mechanism is 
used to fix the reference of shared pronouns (either overt or null) in the ESC. The shared 
pronoun in the ESC is interpreted using a free relative clause. I have used the English gloss 
to depict this proposal in (52). 

(52) She bought papaya and ate [what she bought]She bought papaya and ate [what she bought]She bought papaya and ate [what she bought]She bought papaya and ate [what she bought]    

The free relative clause [what she bought][what she bought][what she bought][what she bought] is constructed from the clause Ɔ toƆ toƆ toƆ to----li oflli oflli oflli oflɛɛɛɛ,    'She 
bought papaya', which is the first conjunct of the ESC. I refer to the clause used to construct 
the free relative clause as the antecedent clause. The free relative clause is constructed in 
such a way that it refers to the entity that is affected by the action expressed by the verb of 
the antecedent clause. This entity will turn out not to always be identical to the entity 
referred to be the direct object of V1. 

It is important to understand that I am not claiming that (52) exists in any level of the 
syntax. For this reason, the fact that Baule grammar does not make use of free relative 
clauses does not have a bearing on my proposal. Rather, (52) represents an abstract 
mechanism, which I claim is used to calculate the interpretation of the Baule ESC. This 
mechanism establishes the reference of the shared object pronoun. 

Now let us consider how this proposal accounts for the constraint on distributive numerals 
in the Baule ESC. Recall (48), repeated from the previous section. In this ESC example, the 
distributive numeral appears in the first clause and is associated with the object of V1. 

(48) BBBBakangan mun     be   kpakangan mun     be   kpakangan mun     be   kpakangan mun     be   kpɛɛɛɛ----li           waka  blu blu  kikili           waka  blu blu  kikili           waka  blu blu  kikili           waka  blu blu  kiki----li        li        li        li        ∅object. . . .  
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood ten ten  tie-COMPL 
'The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and tied it in bundles of ten.' 
(the wood is both cut and tied in groups of ten) 

The shared null pronoun object of  kikikikikikikiki----lililili, 'tied', is interpreted via a free relative clause 
constructed from the first conjunct of the ESC, Bakangan mun be kpBakangan mun be kpBakangan mun be kpBakangan mun be kpɛɛɛɛ----li waka blu blu, li waka blu blu, li waka blu blu, li waka blu blu, 'The 
children cut groups of ten pieces of wood.'    The interpretation of ∅object in the ESC in (48) is 
illustrated by the free relative clause in square brackets in the paraphrase in (53). 

(53) The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and they tied [whatThe children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and they tied [whatThe children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and they tied [whatThe children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and they tied [what they cut]. they cut]. they cut]. they cut]. 

This paraphrase makes it clear why (48) has the interpretation that the wood was both cut 
in groups of ten and tied in groups of ten. The first clause of the ESC states explicitly that 
the wood was cut in groups of ten. The second clause states that what was cut, was tied. 
Since what was cut was groups of ten pieces of wood, what was tied was also groups of ten 
pieces of wood. 

Using this interpretative mechanism for shared objects, it becomes possible to explain why 
there can be at most one distributive numeral per ESC. Consider (47) (repeated here) the 
ESC example that is unacceptable because it contains two distributive numerals. 
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(47) *BakangaBakangaBakangaBakangan mun     be   kpn mun     be   kpn mun     be   kpn mun     be   kpɛɛɛɛ----li          waka  blu blu  kikili          waka  blu blu  kikili          waka  blu blu  kikili          waka  blu blu  kiki----li          i     blu blu.li          i     blu blu.li          i     blu blu.li          i     blu blu. 
  children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood ten ten tie-COMPL 3so ten ten 
Intended: 'The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and tied it in bundles of ten.' 

Applying the mechanism of interpreting the shared pronoun via a free relative clause, we 
arrive at the paraphrase in (54). 

(54)   The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and they tied [what they cut] in The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and they tied [what they cut] in The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and they tied [what they cut] in The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and they tied [what they cut] in 
groups of ten.groups of ten.groups of ten.groups of ten. 

The first clause of the ESC states explicitly that the wood was cut in groups of ten. The 
second clause states that what was cut, was tied in bundles of ten. If this sentence were 
interpretable, it would mean that the wood was tied in bundles of ten groups of ten pieces, 
effectively groups of 100 pieces. The sentence does not have this meaning, however, leading 
us to conclude that, evidently, it is not possible to distribute groups that were themselves 
formed by distribution. I do not have an explanation for why such an interpretation is not 
possible, so I am only able to formulate this generalization as a descriptive constraint.  

In sum, the paraphrase in (54) helps to clarify the distribution and interpretation of 
distributive numerals in the ESC. In order to express that the children both cut the wood in 
groups of ten and tied the wood in groups of ten, it is necessary to use only a single 
distributive numeral, associated with the object of V1. Adding a second distributive 
numeral to the ESC does not emphasize the distribution, but rather leads to a un-
interpretable double distribution. 

My claim is that the difference between the ESC and overt coordination is that overt 
coordination does not admit the mechanism of pronoun interpretation via a free relative 
clause. In overt coordination, all pronouns must be interpreted referentially in the same 
way that standard pronouns are interpreted. Consider the coordination in (49), repeated 
from the previous section. 

(49) Bakangan mun     be   kBakangan mun     be   kBakangan mun     be   kBakangan mun     be   kppppɛɛɛɛ----li          waka  blu blu  yli          waka  blu blu  yli          waka  blu blu  yli          waka  blu blu  yɛ    be kikiɛ    be kikiɛ    be kikiɛ    be kiki----li          li          li          li          ∅object.... 
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood ten ten  and 3ps tie-COMPL 
'The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and tied it in bundles.' 
(not clear how many pieces of wood there are in a bundle) 

Because this example is coordination, the null pronoun object of kikikikikikikiki----lililili, 'tied', cannot be 
interpreted using a free relative clause. Rather, it is interpreted strictly referentially, and 
refers to the wood that was cut. The sentence states that this wood was tied, but the notion 
that the wood is tied in groups of ten pieces is lost. The sentence does not specify how many 
pieces of wood are contained in a bundle. 

Recall from the discussion above, that there is a strong possibility that (49) consists of two 
sentences, as represented in (55). 

(55) Bakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpɛɛɛɛ----li         waka  blu blu.    Yli         waka  blu blu.    Yli         waka  blu blu.    Yli         waka  blu blu.    Yɛ    be   kikiɛ    be   kikiɛ    be   kikiɛ    be   kiki----li         li         li         li         ∅object.... 
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood ten ten   and  3ps tie-COMPL 
'The children cut groups of ten pieces of wood and tied it in bundles.' 

If this insight is correct, then the fact that the pronoun in (49) cannot be interpreted using a 
free relative clause can be attributed to a constraint that prevents the interpretative 
mechanism involving free relative clauses from applying across sentence boundaries. 

Now let us consider the case in which the distributive numeral appears in the second clause 
of the ESC or the coordination. In this case, the distributive numeral is associated with 
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the shared pronoun of the ESC rather than with the NP object of V1. Recall the following 
pair from the previous section. 

(50) Bakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpɛɛɛɛ----li           waka  kikili           waka  kikili           waka  kikili           waka  kiki----li   li   li   li          i      blu blu.       i      blu blu.       i      blu blu.       i      blu blu. 
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood  tie-COMPL 3so ten ten 
'The children cut wood and tied it in bundles of ten.' 
(the wood is not necessarily cut in groups of ten) 

(51) Bakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpBakangan mun     be   kpɛɛɛɛ----li         li         li         li          waka  y waka  y waka  y waka  yɛ    be   kikiɛ    be   kikiɛ    be   kikiɛ    be   kiki----li          i      blu blu.li          i      blu blu.li          i      blu blu.li          i      blu blu. 
children   DEF-PL 3ps cut-COMPL wood and 3ps tie-COMPL 3so ten ten 
'The children cut wood and tied it in bundles of ten.' 
(the wood is not necessarily cut in groups of ten) 

The shared pronoun in the ESC in (50) is interpreted via a free relative clause, as depicted in 
the following example. 

(56) The children cut wood and tied [what they cut] in groups of ten.The children cut wood and tied [what they cut] in groups of ten.The children cut wood and tied [what they cut] in groups of ten.The children cut wood and tied [what they cut] in groups of ten. 
In this case, there is no difference between interpreting the shared pronoun in the standard 
referential manner and interpreting the shared pronoun via a free relative clause. It is for 
this reason that the ESC and the corresponding coordination do not differ when the 
distributive numeral is associated with the shared pronoun rather than with the object of 
V1. 

The interpretation mechanism that my proposal introduces thus accounts for the 
interpretation of ESC containing a distributive numeral and explains why maximally one 
distributive numeral is admitted per ESC. A criticism that can be raised immediately is that 
my proposal introduces a novel mechanism that does little more than encode a description 
of the facts. In the remainder of this section, I will show that this criticism is invalid by 
demonstrating that the interpretative mechanism that I am proposing finds independent 
justification and is necessary to explain entirely different aspects of the Baule ESC. 

The first area in which my mechanism of interpretation via constructed free relative clause 
finds independent justification is in explaining the lack of the possibility of obviate 
reference for shared pronoun objects (both null an overt) in the ESC. As discussed in Larson 
(2002) a distinguishing characteristic of the Baule ESC is that the shared object cannot be 
interpreted with obviate reference. The ESC contrasts in this respect with coordination, 
which does not impose referential restrictions on its pronominal arguments. 

In order to demonstrate this pattern of reference, it is necessary to establish an appropriate 
discourse context. I establish such a context by using the question in (57). 

(57) Question:    Ɔ    diƆ    diƆ    diƆ    di----li            oflli            oflli            oflli            oflɛɛɛɛ----'n            i     mma'n            i     mma'n            i     mma'n            i     mma----'n'n'n'n 
   3ss eat-COMPL papaya-DEF 3so seed.PL-DEF  

kkkkɛ     n    kanɛ     n    kanɛ     n    kanɛ     n    kan----ni        sa?ni        sa?ni        sa?ni        sa? 
that 1ss say-COMPL way 
'Did s/he eat the papaya seeds, like I said?'  

The most obvious answer to (57) is the simple sentence in (58). It is also possible to give a 
more elaborate answer in the form of the coordination in (59). 

(58) Answer1:  Een, Een, Een, Een, ɔ     diɔ     diɔ     diɔ     di----li.li.li.li. 
   yes   3ss eat-COMPL 
   'Yes, she did.' 
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(59) Answer2:  Een, Een, Een, Een, ɔ    toɔ    toɔ    toɔ    to----li              oflli              oflli              oflli              oflɛ        yɛ    ɔ    diɛ        yɛ    ɔ    diɛ        yɛ    ɔ    diɛ        yɛ    ɔ    di----li.li.li.li. 
   yes   3ss buy-COMPL papaya and 3ss ate-COMPL 
   'Yes, s/he bought a papaya and ate them (the seeds).' 
   #'Yes, s/he bought a papaya and ate it (the papaya).' 

The coordination in (59) has two interpretations. Under the first interpretation the null 
pronoun object of V2 receives obviate reference, meaning that it is interpreted to refer to 
an entity not mentioned in the coordination. Under this interpretation, the null object of 
V2 refers to the seeds that were asked about in the question. Under the second 
interpretation, the null object of V2 is co-referent with the object of V1. I have marked this 
interpretation with '#' to indicate that it is not an appropriate answer to the question. 

The coordination in (59) differs from the ESC in (60) with respect to the available 
interpretations.  

(60) Answer3:  #EenEenEenEen, , , , ɔ    toɔ    toɔ    toɔ    to----li              oflli              oflli              oflli              oflɛ       diɛ       diɛ       diɛ       di----li.li.li.li. 
           yes   3ss buy-COMPL papaya  ate-COMPL 
   *'Yes, s/he bought a papaya and ate them (the seeds).' 
         'Yes, s/he bought a papaya and ate it (the papaya).' 

As the glosses indicate, the first interpretation, namely the obviate reference 
interpretation, is not available for the null pronoun object of V2 in the ESC. Rather, the 
shared null pronoun object of V2 in the ESC must necessarily be interpreted as co-referent 
with the object of V1. I have marked the ESC in (60) with '#', since the only interpretation 
available for this example is not an appropriate answer to the question. In sum, in the ESC, a 
shared object pronoun is necessarily 'shared'. This object has no other referential 
possibility, but must refer to the object of V1. 

Notice that these facts also hold of ESC examples in which the shared object is an overt 
pronoun. 

(61) Een,  Een,  Een,  Een,  ɔ    toɔ    toɔ    toɔ    to----li             lomi       yε    li             lomi       yε    li             lomi       yε    li             lomi       yε    ɔ   yrɛɔ   yrɛɔ   yrɛɔ   yrɛ----li                i.li                i.li                i.li                i. 
  yes    3ss buy-COMPL orange and 3ss burn-COMPL 3so 
  'S/he bought an orange and burned it (the peel).' 
  'S/he bought an orange and burned it (the orange).' 

(62) Een,  Een,  Een,  Een,  ɔ    toɔ    toɔ    toɔ    to----li             lomi       yrli             lomi       yrli             lomi       yrli             lomi       yrɛɛɛɛ----li                i.li                i.li                i.li                i. 
  yes    3ss buy-COMPL orange burn-COMPL 3so 
  *'S/he bought an orange and burned it (the peel).' 
  'S/he bought an orange and burned it (the orange).' 

Example (61) is coordination, and it admits two possibilities of reference for the overt 
pronoun object of V2. This pronoun can either refer to an entity not mentioned in the 
sentence, or it can refer to the object of V1. Example (62) is the corresponding ESC. In this 
example the shared object of V2 only has the second reading; it can only refer to the object 
of V1.  

The fact that the null object pronoun of V2 in the ESC is not permitted to have obviate 
reference falls out neatly from my proposal that this pronoun is interpreted via a 
constructed free relative clause. Under my proposal, (60) would be interpreted with the 
paraphrase in (63). 

(63) Yes, she bought a papaya and ate [what she bought].Yes, she bought a papaya and ate [what she bought].Yes, she bought a papaya and ate [what she bought].Yes, she bought a papaya and ate [what she bought].    

The pronoun is interpreted via a free relative clause constructed from the first clause of 
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the ESC. Because interpretation via a free relative clause is the only interpretational 
possibility open to a shared pronoun object in the ESC, it is not possible for the ESC to ever 
have an alternate interpretation under which the shared pronoun has obviate reference. I 
have no immediate explanation that would account for the fact that shared objects in the 
ESC cannot be interpreted referentially, as standard pronouns. 

In contrast to the ESC in (60), the coordination in (59) requires the null pronoun object of 
V2 to be interpreted strictly referentially, that is to say, in the same way a standard 
pronoun would be interpreted. For this reason, this pronoun has two available 
interpretations. Either it can be interpreted as referring to the seeds of the papaya (i.e. with 
obviate reference), or it can be interpreted as referring to the object of V1, the papaya. 

If the null pronoun object of V2 in the ESC did not have a separate mechanism of 
interpretation from the null pronoun of V2 in the coordination, it would be difficult to 
account for the differences in possible interpretations between the two constructions. Thus 
my proposal that the shared pronoun of the ESC is interpreted via a mechanism involving 
the construction of a free relative clause has a source of independent motivation. 

The second area in which my interpretation finds independent justification is in accounting 
for the E-type interpretation received by pronoun objects in the ESC when they are shared 
with quantified NPs. Shared objects in the Baule ESC are like shared subjects in that they 
receive E-type readings when they stand in a sharing relationship with quantified NPs. I 
have discussed these facts in Larson (2002, 2003) and I quickly review the data here. 

In order to test that the shared object receives an E-type reading, it is necessary to replace 
the object of V1 with a quantified NP. Example (64) is a variant of the ESC example in (2) in 
which the object of V1 has been changed to a quantified NP. 

(64) Ɔ    toƆ    toƆ    toƆ    to----li               oflli               oflli               oflli               oflɛ       nyon cɛ     diɛ       nyon cɛ     diɛ       nyon cɛ     diɛ       nyon cɛ     di----li.li.li.li. 
3ss buy-COMPL papaya two   only eat-COMPL 
'S/he bought only two papayas and ate them.' 

The interpretation of (64) is that the person referred to by the subject bought only two 
papayas and ate both and only those two papayas that s/he bought. This interpretation tells 
us that the null object of V2 in (64) is not bound by the quantified NP object of V1. If the null 
object of V2 were bound by the quantified NP only two papayasonly two papayasonly two papayasonly two papayas, the sentence would mean 
that there were only two papayas that the person both bought and ate. Instead the sentence 
means that there are only two papayas total and that the person bought these papayas and 
then ate them. The fact that the sentence receives this interpretation tells us that the null 
object of V2 is an E-type pronoun. 

Treatments of E-type pronouns in the literature often propose that an E-type pronoun fixes 
its reference using a mechanism involving a description of one sort or another.  Cooper 
(1979) proposes that some pronouns translate as definite descriptions with a free property 
variable. Among these pronouns he includes pronouns anaphoric on quantified NPs, in 
other words, E-type pronouns. Evans (1977, 1980) also proposes that definite descriptions 
fix the referents of E-type pronouns.  

Most interesting for the current discussion is the account of Neale (1990), who proposes 
that E-type pronouns are interpreted via numberless definite descriptions of the form 
'whoever shot JFK'. I illustrated Neale's (1990) account using example (64). Under Neale's 
(1990) account, the reference of the E-type null object pronoun is fixed using a numberless 
description constructed from the clause containing the quantified antecedent of the E-type 
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pronoun. Example (64) is thus interpreted using the paraphrase illustrated in (65). 

(65) She bought only two papayas and ate [what she bought].She bought only two papayas and ate [what she bought].She bought only two papayas and ate [what she bought].She bought only two papayas and ate [what she bought]. 

This example makes clear that the numberless description proposed by Neale (1990) to fix 
the reference of the E-type pronoun is equivalent to the free relative clause that I am 
proposing to account for the facts of the distribution and interpretation of distributive 
numerals in the Baule ESC. The fact that an interpretive mechanism for pronouns such as 
the one I propose is independently necessary to calculate the reference of E-type pronouns 
provides support for my proposal.  

In sum, my proposal that free relative clauses are used as an interpretive mechanism to fix 
the reference of shared pronoun objects in the ESC finds two cases of independent use in 
accounting for the facts of the Baule ESC. First, it accounts for the lack of obviate readings 
for shared pronoun objects and second it is independently necessary to provide 
interpretation for shared objects when they are anteceded by quantified NPs. For this 
reason, I do not accept the constraints on distributive numerals as a reason to reject my 
position that the Baule ESC is covert IP-coordination. 

 

6666    CCCCONCLUSIONONCLUSIONONCLUSIONONCLUSION    
In this paper, I have investigated Multi-verb Constructions in Baule that are parallel to 
Clause Chaining Serial Verb Constructions in Akan. I have argued that, despite the close 
resemblance between Baule and Akan, it is preferable to avoid the term 'Serial Verb 
Construction' for Baule. Instead I adopt the designation 'Empty Subject Construction' to 
refer to examples of Baule Multi-verb Constructions such as those in (1)-(3) that contain 
only a single representation of the subject. I show that the designation 'Empty Subject 
Construction' is an appropriate one by demonstrating the structural presence of a 
phonetically empty subject of V2 in these constructions.  

I propose that the Baule ESC is covert coordination of IPs. This proposal is motivated by the 
fact that the Baule ESC must contain two structural subjects, one for V1 and one for V2.  The 
fact that this structure does not give rise to CSC violations is demonstrated to be irrelevant 
for Baule, since I show that Baule does not use movement to form focus constructions. 

At first consideration, the proposal that the Baule ESC is covert IP-coordination cannot be 
reconciled with constraints on the occurrence of distributive numerals. Baule admits at 
most one distributive numeral in the ESC, but multiple distributive numerals in overt IP-
coordination. This contrast is unexpected if the Baule ESC is to be analyzed as covert IP-
coordination. 

I introduce an interpretive mechanism for pronouns in order to account for this 
unexpected difference. I propose that the reference of the shared pronoun object of the ESC 
is fixed using a free relative clause that is constructed from the first conjunct of the ESC. I 
demonstrate that independent motivation for an interpretive mechanism of this sort exists 
in Baule. According to my proposal, objects of overt IP-coordination are different from 
objects of the ESC in that they cannot be interpreted via a free relative clause, but rather 
must be interpreted referentially, as standard anaphora. In this way, my proposal accounts 
for the difference between the ESC and overt IP-coordination. 
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